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Furnished apartment for rent with pool in Barcelona Eixample

ChicRoom Properties would like to present you a two bedroom apartment for rent with
pool in Barcelona Eixample. Located close to city centre this property offers you luxury
just a few minutes to all the most known places of the Catalan capital.

This property proposes a modern, distinguished space of 70 m2, which was design for your
comfort and convenience. This phenomenal apartment will provide all your needs in the
most exclusive way.

The big room combines living area and dining one. This elegant space was design in
simple, modern style and kept in warm white-cream colours with grey furniture. This
magnificent colour set will help you to rest and enjoy your free time.

The living room area contains one comfortable sofa, couch footrest, and coffee table. You
can enjoy your free time there relaxing or watch a movie on big flat TV. This part of the
room also offers you a large glass sliding windows, which not only bring natural daylight
but also will lead you to the balcony. There you will find a table with two chairs, where you
can enjoy your coffee and amazing weather of Barcelona.

The other part of the big room is the dining area. Dark, wooden table combined with four
white modern chairs give this space unique and stylish design. The kitchen area is
separated by a partition wall will rest of the room. Thanks to this solution this part of the
apartment is more intimate and keeps all the cooking scents away from living room. Fully
equipped kitchen offers you polished, kept in classic snow white colours. It contains a
refrigerator, induction stove, electric oven, microwave, and dishwasher.

This apartment offers you two big bedrooms. One with king size bed, other with two single
ones, with possibility top ut them together into another big bed. The main bedroom
separate balcony entrance.

This unique loft has one bathroom, which will fulfil all your needs. It has a bathtub with
shower, toilet, bidet.

The main building offers you also a great swimming pool, gym, and a garden, which are
situated on the rooftop. It also will provide you full security with individual alarms and
monitoring.

The apartment is situated in one of the central zones of Barcelona, which makes the public
transport very easy, due to many buses lines and metro station just a few minutes away.
The loft is situated near Plaza Catalunya from which you can get very easy to La Rambla
and the Gothic Quarter.

In this districts, you can find best restaurants in Barcelona, many shops, shopping mall,
and marketplaces. If you enjoy nightlife you will not be disappointed. This apartment is set
closet o many bars and pubs.

This two bedroom apartment for rent with pool in Barcelona Eixample it is perfect for
those who love the comfortable lifestyle and would like to feel the luxury in heart of
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Barcelona.

This building complex offers various apartments. AVAILABILITY 3-3 €3,100 10/17/20222
MONTHS DEPOSIT SUPPLIES NOT INCLUDED

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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